ACROSS
1 Noisy implement pictured in mall revamp (9,5)
9 For starters, orchestra's conductor teaches eight this musical piece (5)
10 A period to encounter U-turn (5-4)
11 Do an impression of one friend eating it (7)
12 Country is one circled by fish (7)
13 One hundred left the dance when northerner appeared (4)
14 Carry out a tool (9)
18 One raising a lid gets a surprise (3-6)
20 Twisted scar forms a curve (4)
22 Ponders about answer (7)
25 Improves parts of tennis game (7)
26 Colonel regressed and went to pieces (9)
27 Elegance shown by good people (5)
28 Secret local mess after hearing couple neck-and-neck (3,5,2,4)

DOWN
1 Gain from religious teacher when speaking (6)
2 Release old, cattier version (9)
3 Gas met hot article, English (7)
4 One treading the boards, treading a different way (9)
5 Influence a big hit (5)
6 Do not start to mutineer riotously on train (7)
7 Lots of burdens (5)
8 Great at organising river event (7)
15 Bird on some hilltop (9)
16 Mexican dish left in tumbledown hacienda (9)
17 Take away pamphlet after editor turned up (7)
19 Dull girl in short film (7)
20 Old Austin with a lively manner (7)
21 A sea movement, too (2,4)
23 Big round ovals warped (5)
24 Dance hall some rediscovered (5)